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SUMMER ANNUAL FORAGES
FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN KANSAS
G.L. Posler, K.K. Bolsen and M.Y. Nuwanyakpa*

MATERIALS AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Perennial grasses in many regions of the United
States go dormant during the mid- to late-summer and
pastures decline in both amount and quality of forage. Since profitability in ruminant livestock production depends largely upon the producer’s ability to
grow his own feed, profit margins may decrease as the
need for purchasing hay and other feeds increase.
Practical solutions to feed shortages encountered during the critical summer period may be supplemental
pasture, greenchop, hay, or silage. Summer annuals,
which grow best under warm soil and weather conditions, can be used to meet these feed shortages for
dairy or beef cattle and sheep.
The primary disadvantage of summer annual
grasses is the need for yearly establishment, which increases their production costs compared with warm
season perennials. However, their timeliness of
growth and potential to provide forage of high yield
and quality may justify these costs.
Selection of the type or variety of summer annual to be grown should be based on adaptation, yield
potential, and feeding value for a particular livestock
program. Summer annuals show differences in growth
rate, recovery after clipping, forage yield and quality,
plant height, and leaf/stem ratio. Because of these differences, nutritive value can be maximized only by
choosing production practices and harvest and conservation managements (greenchop, pasture, hay, or
silage) that are suitable to each variety.
Frequently, variety recommendations are based
solely on total seasonal dry matter (DM) production
(Worker and Marble, 1968). However, yield is only one
aspect of forage value and may not necessarily be the
most important. An extremely low yield of high quality forage would be of limited value, as would forage
of low quality and high yield (Holt, 1966). Few studies
comparing the yield and quality of summer annual
sorghums with pearl millet have been reported. Therefore, studies were conducted for 3 years at two locations, Manhattan and Hutchinson, to determine the
nutritive value components and agronomic characteristics of six summer annual grasses (five sorghums and
one pearl millet). In addition to laboratory tests to
evaluate forage quality, 24 silages and hays from these
summer annuals were fed to beef cattle and sheep in
five trials to determine forage intake and animal performance.

AGRONOMIC STUDIES
Cultural Practices
Treated, certified seeds of six summer annual
grasses were planted with a Planet Junior seeder at
the Manhattan and Hutchinson experimental fields.
The two locations differed in soil types and climatic
conditions. The Manhattan studies were seeded on
Smolan silty-clay loam and the Hutchinson studies, on
Clarkost fine loam. All studies were conducted for
3 years (1977-1979) with the fields planted in late May
or June under warm soil and weather conditions
(Tables 1 and 2). In 1978, the plots at Manhattan were
planted on June 7 but seedlings in many plots were
destroyed by chinch bugs and greenbugs. Therefore,
another site with comparable soil characteristics was
seeded on June 26.
The six summer annuals evaluated were ‘Piper’ sudangrass; Northrup King ‘Trudan 6’ hybrid sudangrass;
(Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench); Dekalb ‘Sudax SX11’ and Ring Around ‘Super Chow Maker 235’ sorghum
sudan hybrids (Sorghum bicolor (L). Moench); Northrup King ‘Millex 23’ hybrid pearl millet (Pennisetum typhoides (Burm) Stapf and C.E. Hubb.); DeKalb ‘FS 25A’
hybrid forage sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L). Moench).
The grass seeds were planted at a depth of 1½ inches
at row spacings of 8 inches in plots 5 ft. × 20 ft., except
forage sorghum, which was planted at row spacings of
30 inches in plots 10 ft. × 20 ft. Seeding rates (Ibs/acre)
were: 12 each for ‘Piper’ sudangrass (Piper) and ‘Trudan 6’ hybrid sudangrass (Trudan); 25 for ‘Sudax SX-11’
(Sudax) and ‘Super Chow Maker 235’ (S. Chow) sorghum sudan hybrids; 10 for ‘Millex 23’ hybrid pearl
millet (Millex); and 8 for ‘FS 25A’ hybrid forage sorghum (FS 25A).
Weeds were controlled by hand hoeing, except in
1978 and 1979 when Propazine® was applied (1.0 lb.
of active ingredient/acre) at Manhattan. Furadan®
was applied as needed in 1978 and 1979 (1.1 Ibs. of active ingredient/acre) to control chinch bugs and greenbugs at Manhattan.
Each experimental site was fertilized with nitrogen by broadcasting and discing in the fertilizer prior
to planting. Nitrogen was applied as ammonium nitrate at the rates of 80, 60, and 80 Ibs N/acre at Manhattan and 0, 30, and 30 Ibs N/acre at Hutchinson for
1977, 1978, and 1979, respectively.

*Professor, Department of Agronomy; Associate Professor and former Research Assistant, Department of Animal Sciences and
Industry, Kansas State University.
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Table 1. Mean monthly temperatures (°F) at Manhattan and Hutchinson, 1977-1979.

Table 2. Total monthly precipitation (inches) at Manhattan and Hutchinson, 1977-1979.

1977 and 10 per plot in 1978 and 1979. The leaves and
tops of plants were fully extended against a stick with
1-cm graduations and the height recorded was the
point of the tallest leaf or plant part. All possible combinations of the six varieties and three cutting managements were arranged in a randomized complete
block design with four replications at each field location.

Cutting Managements and Experimental
Design
The forages were harvested at the vegetative,
boot, and soft dough stages of maturity initially and
each time regrowth on the respective plots reached
the desired stage (Table 3). Before each harvest, six
random height measurements were taken per plot in
3
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rigation enhances forage production (Fribourg, 1973).
Mean temperatures and total precipitation were sufficient for good to excellent forage production at both
locations in all years of these studies (Tables 1 and 2).
In each year, there were three vegetative stage
cuttings at Hutchinson and four at Manhattan. For all
growth stages and years, mean DM yield, plant height,
and CP at Manhattan were significantly greater than
at Hutchinson: 6.57 vs 5.63 tons per acre; 117 vs
114 cm; and 13.3 vs 9.0%, respectively. Conversely,
DM and ADF contents were significantly higher at
Hutchinson than at Manhattan: 29.6 vs 25.7% and
35.8 vs 34.5%, respectively. There was no significant
difference in IVDMD between the two locations: 60.6
and 61.0% for Manhattan and Hutchinson, respectively.
Dennis et al. (1959) indicated that both the total
and seasonal precipitation and distribution of moisture in soils are very important for forage production.
The higher overall productivity and nutritive value of
forages at Manhattan compared with Hutchinson may
have resulted from better seasonal distribution of
rainfall, especially in 1978 and 1979. Mean temperatures were also slightly higher at Hutchinson than at
Manhattan (Table 1).

Dry Matter Production and Laboratory and
Statistical Analyses
A self-propelled Carter flail-type forage harvester
was used to cut the forages, leaving a 6-inch stubble
height. Forage production was determined by harvesting the center three feet of each plot, with the
outside rows cut and discarded. Fresh weight of forage from each plot was taken immediately after harvesting and a representative subsample of the harvested material was oven-dried under forced ventilation at 150°F for 5 days for dry matter (DM) determination.
Dried samples were finely ground in a Wiley mill
to pass through a 1-mm stainless steel screen and analyzed for crude protein (CP), in vitro dry matter digestibility (IVDMD), and acid-detergent fiber (ADF). No
laboratory analyses were performed on forage samples taken at Hutchinson in 1978.
All field and laboratory data were subjected to
analysis of variance and differences among treatment
means were determined at the .05 probability level
using the Duncan multiple range test (Duncan, 1955).

FORAGE CONSERVATION
AND ANIMAL FEEDING TRIALS

AGRONOMIC PERFORMANCE
OF SUMMER ANNUALS
Growth Rates and Regrowth Potentials

At several field locations near Manhattan, four
summer annuals (Trudan, Sudax, Millex, and FS 25A)
were harvested at several stages of growth and conserved as hay or silage in 1977, 1978, and 1980. When
conserved as hay, the grasses were swathed with a
mower-conditioner, allowed to field wilt to 15 to 20%
moisture (approximately 72 to 96 hours), baled in rectangular bales (70 to 80 Ibs), and stored under cover.
Before being fed, all hays were chopped with a tub
grinder fitted with a 2-inch recutter screen. When conserved as silage, the vegetative and boot stage grasses
were allowed to field wilt to 65 to 75% moisture and
ensiled in 10 ft. × 50 ft. concrete stave silos without
additives. Soft dough stage forages were direct-cut
and ensiled similarly.
The hays and silages were fed with the appropriate supplements so cattle or sheep nutrient requirements were met. Animal performance in the five trials
was expressed as average daily gain, DM intake, and
feed efficiency. Samples of the hays and silages fed
were taken weekly during the respective trials and analyzed for CP and crude fiber. All feeding trials were
conducted by the Department of Animal Sciences and
Industry at Kansas State University in Manhattan.

Across years and forages, the lengths of time between planting and the first harvests at the vegetative, boot, and soft dough stages averaged 37, 59, and
114 days at Manhattan, and 43, 71, and 104 days at
Hutchinson, respectively (Table 3). Thus, the average
time intervals across both locations were 40, 65, and
109 days, for the vegetative, boot, and soft dough
stages, respectively. These data confirm the recommendation that grazing of summer annuals should begin about 5 to 6 weeks after planting.
When averaged across all years, the regrowth
potential of the forages (days between successive cuttings) at the vegetative stage was 27 days for most of
the forages at both Manhattan and Hutchinson. The
only exception was Millex, which at Manhattan required about 29 days between successive vegetative
stage cuttings. At the boot stage, the lengths of time
between successive cuttings differed markedly between Manhattan and Hutchinson. At Manhattan,
Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, Millex, and FS 25A required 39, 37, 39, 32, 37, and 59 days, respectively. At
Hutchinson, the corresponding lengths of time for the
first five of these forages were 51, 53, 57, 59, and 57
days, respectively. FS 25A was cut only once in each
of the 3 years at Hutchinson.
Regrowth following defoliation depends upon
plant morphology, the amount of stored food reserves
at harvest, and the amount of photosynthetic or leaf
area left for regrowth (Fribourg, 1963). When cut to a
uniform stubble height, the regrowth potential of

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CLIMATIC INFLUENCE ON FORAGE
YIELD AND QUALITY
Summer annuals grow best under warm conditions and require a soil temperature of 68-86°F. They
produce forage even when the total annual precipitation is as low as 16-26 inches, but more moisture or ir-
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Table 3. Planting and cutting dates for six summer annual forages at Manhattan and Hutchinson. 1977-1979.

summer annuals varies among cultivars or hybrids
within cultivars (Holt and Alston, 1968).

successive cuttings at both vegetative and boot stages.
The magnitude of these changes was greater at the
boot stage than at the vegetative stage, which agrees
with previous results of Edwards et al. (1971). These
workers reported that under frequent cutting, carbohydrate restorage was only partially attained. Therefore, successive cuttings were associated with lower
DM yields because of the reduction in stand vigor.
Holt and Alston (1968) indicated that DM yields of
successive boot stage cuttings were reduced drastically because carbohydrate restorage was low and regrowths originated mainly from the slower-growing
basal buds.

Sudangrass hybrids and sorghum sudangrasses
often have faster growth and regrowth rates than the
open-pollinated true sudangrass varieties (Holt, 1965).
However, under the conditions of these studies, Piper,
Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, and Millex were similar in regrowth potential at the vegetative and boot stages. FS
25A had the poorest regrowth potential. FS 25A, S.
Chow, and Millex were more adversely affected by
frequent harvesting.
Dry matter yield of the forages decreased with
5
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Table 4. Analyses of variance for forage yields and extended plant heights of the six summer annual forages at three stages of maturity.

Table 5. Analyses of variance for in vitro dry matter digestibility, crude protein and aciddetergent fiber contents of the six summer annual forages harvested at three
stages of maturity.
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the dough stage in 1977 and 1979 and the boot stage
in 1978. Sudax was significantly shorter than S. Chow
at all stages except the dough stage in 1979, when the
differences in height were not significant.
At Hutchinson, S. Chow and FS 25A were the
tallest forages and Millex the shortest. FS 25A was
significantly taller than S. Chow at the boot stage in
1977 and 1978 and at the dough stage in 1977; but S.
Chow was taller at the dough stage in 1978 and 1979
and at the vegetative stage in 1979. Piper and Trudan
were similar in height in all years, except at the boot
stage in 1978, when Trudan was significantly taller
than Piper. S. Chow was taller than Sudax except at
the vegetative stage in 1977 and 1979 and the boot
stage in 1979.

Plant Heights
The forage × stage × location × year interaction
was significant, as shown in Tables 4 and 5. Therefore,
plant height, DM production, and nutritive value of
the six forages are presented by stages of harvest,
location, and year. Differences in the morphology of
the summer annuals are shown in Figure 1 and by the
plant height data in Tables 6 and 7. As expected, plant
height increased significantly as harvesting was delayed from the vegetative to boot to soft dough
stages.
At Manhattan, Millex was generally the shortest
grass and S. Chow, the tallest. Piper and Trudan were
similar in height and were taller than FS 25A, except at

Table 6. Extended heights (cm) of six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.*

Table 7. Extended heights (cm) of six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Hutchinson.*
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Figure 1. Summer annual forages at different stages of maturity: Piper sudangrass, vegetative stage (top left); FS 25A forage
sorghum, vegetative stage (top center); FS 25A forage sorghum, boot stage (top right); Piper sudangrass, anthesis (bottom left);
Piper sudangrass, dough stage (bottom center); Millex pearl millet, dough stage (bottom right).
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Table 8. Forage yields (tons of DM/acre) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.

Table 9. Forage yields (tons of DM/acre) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Hutchinson.

Dry Matter Production

1979. At Manhattan, the DM yield of FS 25A was
greater than that of the other forages except Trudan.
S. Chow produced the lowest yield, but not significantly less than Piper, Sudax or Millex. The yield of
Trudan was intermediate between that of FS 25A and
Sudax. At Hutchinson, as at Manhattan, FS 25A
outyielded all other forages. The yields of Piper,
Trudan, S. Chow, and Sudax were similar and Millex
was lower than Trudan.

Dry matter yields of the six summer annual forages are presented in Table 8 (Manhattan) and Table 9
(Hutchinson).

Vegetative Stage
1977. When managed to simulate pasture utilization (vegetative stage), Millex and Sudax had significantly greater DM yields than FS 25A (Manhattan).
The yield of FS 25A was similar to that of Piper, Trudan, and S. Chow. The yields of Piper, Trudan, S.
Chow, Sudax, and Millex also were similar. At Hutchinson, DM yield was lowest for FS 25A. Trudan, S.
Chow, and Sudax were similar in yield and exceeded
Piper and Millex, though not significantly.
1978. Millex and FS 25A did not tolerate frequent
cutting and produced the lowest yields. At Manhattan, there were three cuttings of Millex and only two
of FS 25A at the vegetative stage. The other forages
each were harvested four times and produced significantly more DM than Millex and FS 25A. At Hutchinson, FS 25A was affected more by frequent cutting and was cut twice versus three times for the other
forages. The total vegetative stage DM yield of Millex
was significantly lower than that of the other forages,
except FS 25A where the difference was not significant. Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, and Sudax produced
similar DM yields.

Boot Stage
1977. When cut at boot stage, S. Chow had
greatest DM production at Manhattan and FS 25A the
least. The yields of Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, and
Millex were similar. Sudax DM yield was greater than
that of the other forages at Hutchinson. Piper, Trudan,
and Millex produced the lowest yields. Yields of S.
Chow and FS 25A were similar and intermediate between Sudax and the other forages.
1978. As at the vegetative stage, Millex and FS
25A plus S. Chow did not regrow after clipping at the
boot stage (Manhattan). They were harvested only
once and produced the lowest DM yields. The yield
of Sudax was greater than that of the other forages
and Trudan outyielded Piper. At Hutchinson, Piper,
Trudan, and Sudax were each cut twice, while S.
Chow; Millex, and FS 25A were each cut only once.
Trudan, Sudax, and FS 25A had the highest yields.
9
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1979. Under boot stage management in Manhattan, FS 25A produced the highest DM yield and Piper
the lowest. DM yield of Millex was greater than that
of Piper and Trudan and similar to that of S. Chow and
Sudax. Trudan outyielded Piper and S. Chow outyielded Sudax, but the differences were not significant. At Hutchinson, FS 25A was harvested only once
versus twice for the other forages. The DM yield of
Millex was the lowest and that of FS 25A the highest.
Piper yielded more DM than Millex but the difference
was not significant. The yields of Trudan, S. Chow, and
Sudax were similar and all were superior to Piper.

the soft dough stage, however, FS 25A outyielded
Piper, Trudan, and Sudax. In 1978 and 1979, Millex
generally produced the lowest DM at all stages. At the
vegetative and boot stages (1978) the DM yield of FS
25A was similar to that of Millex, but at the soft dough
stage FS 25A outyielded Millex. In 1978, FS 25A produced the greatest DM yield at all stages of maturity.
At Hutchinson, the yields of Piper and Trudan
were similar in six of nine comparisons (vegetative
stage, 1977, 1978, and 1979; boot stage, 1977 and
1978; and soft dough stage, 1978). At the soft dough
stage (1977 and 1979) and boot stage (1979), Trudan
significantly outyielded Piper.
S. Chow and Sudax were similar in DM yield in all
years, except at the boot stage in 1977 and 1978, when
Sudax produced significantly more DM than S. Chow,
and at the soft dough stage in 1977, when S. Chow
outyielded Sudax. At all stages, except the vegetative
and soft dough (1977) and soft dough (1979), Millex
produced the lowest DM yield. Even in those three
harvests, Millex was among the group of forages with
the lowest DM yields. At the vegetative stage in 1977
and 1978, FS 25A was among the forages with the
lowest yields, while at the boot and soft dough stages
in 1977 and 1978, it was among the forages with the
highest DM yields. In 1979, FS 25A significantly outyielded the other forages at all stages.
Dry matter yields increased with advancing maturity at Manhattan. However, at Hutchinson the increases in DM yield between boot and soft dough
stages in 1977 and between vegetative and boot
stages in 1978 were not significant. The lack of yield
increase in these two cases resulted from declines in
yields of Piper, Trudan, and Sudax in 1977, and of
Piper, Trudan, and S. Chow in 1978.

Soft Dough Stage
1977. Under the single-cut management, S. Chow
and Millex produced the most DM at Manhattan. DM
yield of FS 25A was lower but not significantly different than that of Millex. The yields of Piper, Trudan,
and Sudax were similar and lower than those of the
other forages. At Hutchinson, S. Chow had the highest
yield and Piper the lowest. The DM yields of Sudax
and FS 25A were similar and greater than those of
Trudan and Millex.
1978. At Manhattan, S. Chow produced the highest DM yield and Millex the lowest. DM yields of
Piper, Trudan, Sudax, and FS 25A were intermediate
and similar. At Hutchinson, FS 25A outyielded Millex.
Although numerically higher, the yield of FS 25A was
similar to those of Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, and Sudax.
1979. At Manhattan, FS 25A produced more DM
than the other grasses. The yields of Trudan, S. Chow
and Sudax were all similar and greater than that of
Piper. S. Chow and Sudax outyielded Millex. The
yields of Trudan and Millex were similar, as were
those of Piper and Millex. At Hutchinson, as at Manhattan, FS 25A outyielded the other grasses. The DM
yield of Piper was lower than the other forages while
the yields of Trudan, S. Chow, and Millex were similar.
Sudax outyielded Trudan and Millex but was similar
to S. Chow in DM yield.

Dry Matter Contents and Silage Production
Moisture content is one of the major factors influencing the stage of maturity at which to harvest
forages and the method of conservation (Holt et al.,
1963). The appropriate range for making acceptable
silage is 60 to 75% moisture. As shown in Tables 10
and 11 summer annuals harvested at pre-dough stages
would require field wilting for making either hay or
silage. The loss of nutrients through seepage and extensive fermentation would be very high from forages
ensiled with more than 75% moisture. On the other
hand, wilting would be unnecessary if summer annuals were harvested for silage at the soft dough
stage.
DM yields were linearly transformed to express
silage production as tons/acre at 60% moisture (Tables 12 and 13). Silage yields therefore have the same
comparative relationships among forages, locations,
and stages of cutting as DM yields. Data in the tables
allow easy comparison among these forages on a silage yield basis.

Summary
At Manhattan, DM yields of Piper and Trudan
were statistically similar in seven of nine comparisons;
Trudan significantly outyielded Piper only at the boot
stage in 1978 and soft dough stage in 1979. S. Chow and
Sudax were similar in DM yields at the vegetative
stage in 1977 and 1978, boot stage in 1977 and 1979,
and soft dough stage in 1979. S. Chow produced significantly more DM than Sudax at the soft dough stage in
1979; S. Chow produced significantly more DM than
Sudax at the soft dough stage in 1977 and 1978, but
less at the boot stage in 1978 and the vegetative stage
in 1979.
At the vegetative and boot stages in 1977, Millex
produced as much DM as S. Chow and Sudax. At the
same stages, FS 25A produced the lowest DM yield. At
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Table 10. Dry matter contents (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.

Table 11. Dry matter contents (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Hutchinson.

Table 12. Forage yields (tons of 60% moisture forage/acre) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity,
Manhattan.

Table 13. Forage yields (tons of 60% moisture forage/acre) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity,
Hutchinson.
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Table 14. Crude protein contents (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.

Table 15. Crude protein contents (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages
of maturity, Hutchinson.

Table 16. In vitro dry matter digestibilities (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.

CP. Piper, S. Chow, Sudax, and FS 25A were all similar
in CP, and were intermediate between Trudan and
Millex. At Hutchinson, FS 25A was higher in protein
than the other forages, which were all similar.
There were no significant differences among forages for IVDMD at Manhattan. At Hutchinson, the
IVDMD of Millex was significantly higher than that of
the other forages. Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, and Piper
were similar in digestibility and Trudan, S. Chow, and
Sudax were significantly more digestible than FS 25A.
ADF content of Millex was significantly lower
than the other forages in Manhattan and forages high-

Nutritive Value
Data for CP contents of the summer annual
forages are shown in Tables 14 and 15; data for
IVDMD, in Tables 16 and 17; and data for acid detergent fiber (ADF) content, in Tables 18 and 19.

Vegetative Stage
1977. When cut to simulate grazing at Manhattan, Millex contained more protein than the other
grasses. Trudan was lower than the other forages in
12
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Table 17. In vitro dry matter digestibility (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three
stages of maturity, Hutchinson.

Table 18. Acid-detergent fiber contents (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three stages of maturity, Manhattan.

Table 19. Acid-detergent fiber content (%) of the six summer annual forages cut at three
stages of maturity, Hutchinson.

highest fiber contents; Millex and Piper, the lowest.
The lower group in ADF content was Millex, Piper, S.
Chow, and Sudax while the higher group was FS 25A,
Trudan, Sudax, and S. Chow.
1979. At Manhattan, the CP of Millex was highest
and that of FS 25A lowest. However, Millex, S. Chow,
and Piper were similar in CP, as were Piper, Trudan,
Sudax, and FS 25A. There were no significant differences among forage CP contents at Hutchinson.
At Manhattan, the digestibility of Millex was
significantly greater than that of the other forages.
Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, and FS 25A were more digesti-

est in ADF were Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, and FS 25A.
At Hutchinson, the forages were similar in ADF content.
1978. Millex contained the highest CP content
and Piper and Trudan the lowest. However, S. Chow,
Sudax, Millex, and FS 25A were similar in protein. The
CP of Piper and Trudan were similar to that of Sudax,
but lower than those of S. Chow, Millex, and FS 25A.
IVDMD of all forages were statistically similar at
Manhattan and quality was not determined for the
Hutchinson location.
FS 25A, Trudan, Sudax, and S. Chow had the
13
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ble than Sudax. At Hutchinson, Millex was significantly
higher in IVDMD than was S. Chow. Millex, FS 25A,
Trudan, Piper, and Sudax were similar in IVDMD, as
were Piper, Trudan, Sudax, S. Chow, and FS 25A.
Fiber contents of Trudan and Sudax were the
highest and that of Millex the lowest. Piper, Trudan, S.
Chow, and Sudax, had the highest fiber contents,
while Piper, S. Chow, Millex, and FS 25A had the lowest (Manhattan). At Hutchinson, there were no significant differences in ADF among forages.

At Manhattan, Millex and Piper were the highest
and lowest, respectively, in digestibility and Millex
was similar to Trudan. Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax,
and FS 25A were statistically similar for IVDMD. At
Hutchinson, Millex and Trudan were significantly
more digestible than S. Chow, Sudax, and FS 25A. The
IVDMD’s of Millex, Trudan, and Piper were similar, as
were those of Piper, S. Chow and Sudax.
When cut twice per season, S. Chow and FS 25A
were the most fibrous; Millex, the least, in Manhattan.
FS 25A, Trudan, Piper, and Sudax were similar and
higher in ADF than were Trudan, Piper, and Millex. At
Hutchinson, FS 25A, Sudax, and S. Chow were the most
fibrous; Piper and Millex, the least. Trudan, S. Chow,
Sudax, and FS 25A were all similar in ADF as were
Piper, Trudan, and Millex.

Boot Stage
1977. At Manhattan, Millex contained more CP
than Piper, S. Chow, Sudax, and FS 25A, but was
similar to Trudan. Sudax and FS 25A were similar in CP
and lower than Piper, Trudan, and S. Chow. Piper and
S. Chow were similar in CP content as were Trudan
and S. Chow. The CP content of Millex was highest at
Hutchinson but not significantly greater than Sudax.
Piper, Trudan, S. Chow, and FS 25A were similarly low
in CP content, with Piper, Trudan, and Sudax intermediate in CP.
When cut at the boot stage at Manhattan, Millex
was significantly more digestible than Sudax and
FS 25A, but was similar in digestibility to Piper, S.
Chow, and Trudan. Piper, S. Chow, Trudan, Sudax, and
FS 25A were similar in digestibility. At Hutchinson, the
IVDMD of Millex was significantly greater than all
other forages. FS 25A was the least digestible although
it was statistically similar in IVDMD to Piper. Trudan,
S. Chow, and Sudax were similar in IVDMD as were
Sudax and Piper.
At Manhattan, there were no significant differences among forages for ADF. At Hutchinson, FS 25A
and Piper were the most fibrous, and S. Chow, Millex,
and Sudax the least.
1978. Trudan, Millex, Sudax, and S. Chow had the
highest CP contents. The CP in FS 25A was significantly lower than that in the other forages, while Piper
was significantly lower in CP than Trudan, Sudax, and
Millex, but similar to S. Chow.
The IVDMD’s of Trudan, S. Chow, and FS 25A
were significantly greater than that of Sudax. Trudan,
S. Chow, Piper, and Millex were similar in IVDMD as
were Piper, Millex, and Sudax.
FS 25A contained significantly more fiber than
the other forages. Millex contained the least fiber
although not significantly less than Piper and Sudax.
Piper, Sudax, S. Chow, and Trudan were similar in fiber content.
1979. When cut at the boot stage in Manhattan,
Millex contained the highest CP value; FS 25A the
lowest. The CP contents of Millex and Sudax were
greater than that of Trudan, S. Chow, and FS 25A but
similar to that of Piper. Piper was similar to Trudan
and S. Chow, but higher than FS 25A. Trudan, S. Chow,
and FS 25A were similar in protein. At Hutchinson,
Piper, Trudan, and Millex were similar in protein content and were higher than S. Chow, Sudax, and FS 25A.

Soft Dough Stage
1977. The CP contents of Piper, Sudax, and Millex were similar and greater than Trudan, S. Chow and
FS 25A in Manhattan. At Hutchinson, the highest three
forages, Piper, Trudan, and Sudax contained greater
CP than the lowest three, S. Chow, Millex, and FS 25A.
Forages within each group were similar in CP.
The digestibilities of FS 25A and Millex were similar and statistically greater than those of Sudax and
Piper (Manhattan). Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, and Piper
were similar in IVDMD. At Hutchinson, FS 25A was
significantly more digestible than the other forages,
except Sudax, and Piper and Trudan were the least digestible.
At Manhattan, S. Chow contained the highest
level of fiber, while Millex and FS 25A contained the
least fiber. The ADF contents of S. Chow, Sudax, Piper,
and Trudan were statistically similar. Piper, Trudan,
Sudax, Millex, and FS 25A also were statistically similar in fiber content. At Hutchinson, there were no significant differences among forages in fiber content.
1978. When harvested in the soft dough stage,
Millex contained more CP than the other forages. The
CP content of FS 25A was greater than that of Piper,
Trudan, and Sudax but similar to that of S. Chow. S.
Chow, Sudax, Piper, and Trudan were all similar in CP
content.
The IVDMD’s of S. Chow and FS 25A were the
highest, those of Piper and Trudan the lowest. However, FS 25A, S. Chow, and Millex were similar in
IVDMD as were Sudax, Trudan, and Piper.
Piper and Trudan were similar in fiber content
but were significantly more fibrous than the other
forages. S. Chow, Sudax, Millex, and FS 25A were
similar in ADF content.
1979. At Manhattan the CP content of Sudax was
greater than that of FS 25A. Although lower numerically, the CP content of FS 25A was statistically similar to those of Piper, Trudan, Millex, and S. Chow.
There were no significant differences among forages
for CP at Hutchinson.
There were no statistical differences among forages for IVDMD, when cut at the soft dough stage in
14
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Manhattan, although the IVDMD of FS 25A was numerically the highest. At Hutchinson, Millex, Sudax,
and FS 25A were higher in IVDMD than Piper, Trudan,
and S. Chow.
The fiber content of FS 25A was significantly
lower than that of Piper. However, Piper, Trudan, S.
Chow, Sudax, and Millex were statistically similar in
ADF as were Trudan, S. Chow, Sudax, Millex, and
FS 25A (Manhattan). At Hutchinson, Piper contained
the highest ADF and S. Chow and FS 25A the lowest.
However, Piper, Trudan, and Sudax were statistically
similar in ADF as were Trudan, Sudax, and Millex. S.
Chow, Millex, and FS 25A also were similar in ADF
content.

lower ADF content of FS 25A is likely due to its high
grain content. Nuwanyakpa (1979) ranked these six
summer annuals for grain production as FS 25A Sudax S. Chow Trudan Piper and Millex.
At both locations, CP contents declined more
rapidly than did IVDMD or ADF as harvesting was delayed. Between the vegetative and boot stages, the decline in CP at Manhattan ranged from 52 to 62% while
the decline in IVDMD ranged from 5 to 24%.

ANIMAL PERFORMANCE
Trial 1. Performance of steers fed the four summer annual silage rations is shown in Table 20. Steers
fed early-cut sudangrass and sorghum sudan silages
and forage sorghum silage had similar gains, but efficiency of gain was slightly better for the forage sorghum silage rations. Steers fed late-cut sorghum sudan
silage (soft dough stage) gained significantly slower,
consumed less feed, and were significantly less efficient than steers fed any of the other three silage
rations.
Trial 2. Performance of the steers after 42 days is
shown in Table 20. Steers fed sorghum sudan hay consumed 16% more feed than steers fed the companion
sorghum sudan silage and 5 to 17% more feed than
steers fed the other three silages. Steers receiving forage sorghum silage made the fastest and most efficient gains and pearl millet, sudangrass and sorghum
sudan silages supported similar cattle performance.
Trial 3. Performance of the calves is shown in Table 20. Calves fed forage sorghum silage outperformed those fed sorghum sudan silage or hay, and
calves fed sudangrass hay had the poorest performance. Feed consumption averaged 25% higher for
the two summer annual hay rations than for the two silage rations. However, the hays were used much less
efficiently than the silages.
Trial 4. Performance of the lambs is shown in Table 21. Lambs fed sudangrass or sorghum sudan silages gained faster than those fed sudangrass or sorghum sudan hays. Feed consumption of pearl millet silage was greater than that of sudangrass or sorghum
sudan silages. Lambs fed sudangrass silage were more
efficient than those fed sudangrass or sorghum sudan
hay, but lambs fed pearl millet hay were more efficient than those fed pearl millet silage.
Trial 5. Performance of the lambs fed the pearl
millet silages and hays is shown in Table 21. Lambs
fed boot stage hay had the fastest gain and highest
feed consumption. Performance of lambs fed vegetative or boot stage silages was much better than that of
lambs fed soft dough silage or hay. In general, feedlot
performance for all lambs was rather low, but this was
due largely to the extremely cold temperatures during
the trial and to the unusually low feed consumption
and digestibility of the dough-stage forages.
Additional information about these five animal
performance trials is presented in Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station Reports of Progress 320, 336, 365,
377, and 413.

Summary
At Manhattan, Piper contained more crude
protein than Trudan in two of nine comparisons
(vegetative and dough stages, 1977), Trudan was better than Piper in two of nine comparisons (boot, 1977
and 1978) and the two forages were similar in CP in
the remaining comparisons. Sudax was significantly
higher than S. Chow in two of nine cases (dough stage,
1977; boot, 1979) and S. Chow than Sudax in two of
nine instances (boot, 1977; vegetative, 1979). The two
forages were similar in CP content in the other instances. At all stages during the 3 years, Millex contained either the highest or one of the highest levels of
CP. The CP content of FS 25A was either the lowest or
one of the lowest at all stages of growth.
At all stages at Hutchinson, the CP contents of
Piper and Trudan and of S. Chow and Sudax were
quite similar. Millex contained the highest CP content
at the boot stage in both years, but at the other stages,
the CP content of Millex was either lower than or
similar to that of the other forages. FS 25A contained
the highest CP at the vegetative stage in 1977, but at
the other stages it contained either the lowest or one
of the lowest CP values.
At both locations, Piper and Trudan were similar
in digestibility, with the latter being slightly more digestible. S. Chow and Sudax also were similar in digestibility. At all stages of maturity, Millex was either
highest or one of the highest in IVDMD.
As forages advanced in maturity, ADF content
usually increased significantly. However, at Manhattan, ADF was unchanged between the vegetative and
boot stages (1978) and was significantly higher at the
vegetative than at the boot stage (1979). At Hutchinson there was no significant difference in ADF between the vegetative and boot stages in 1979. Nuwanyakpa et al. (1982) found high correlations between
ADF and IVDMD (r = –0.95) and between ADF and CP
(r= –0.96). Thus, the higher ADF values at the vegetative stage compared with the boot stage at Manhattan in 1979 are unexpected and difficult to explain.
FS 25A contained the least fiber at the soft dough
stage, while Millex contained the least fiber at the
vegetative and boot stages. The two sudangrasses
generally were similar in fiber content, as were the
two sorghum sudangrasses. The higher IVDMD and
15
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Table 20. Cattle performance from summer annual silages and hays, Manhattan.

Table 21. Lamb performance from summer annual silages and hays, Manhattan.

Recommended Uses of Summer Annual
Forages

However, its digestibility was often the highest and its
fiber content was the lowest at the soft dough stage
because of its higher grain production.
Piper and Trudan were best suited to multiple
cuttings and were similar in DM yields and overall
nutritive value components. Of the two sorghum sudan hybrids, S. Chow was more adversely affected by
frequent cutting at the vegetative and boot stages.
These two forages also were taller than Piper, Trudan,
and Millex. Kilgore (1975) reported that sorghum sudans are quite stemmy, with more than 50% of the
forage weight being stems. This low leaf to stem ratio
also extends the field wilting time needed for hay production from sorghum sudans.

With few exceptions, Millex produced the lowest
DM yield in these studies (Table 22). It was also one of
the three forages most adversely affected by frequent
cutting. However, Millex had the highest CP and
IVDMD at all stages of growth and the least fiber at
the vegetative and boot stages, which was likely due
to its higher leaf to stem ratio.
Forage sorghum regularly produced very low DM
yields at the vegetative and boot stages, because its
regrowth potential was intolerant of repeated harvesting. The CP content of forage sorghum was usually the
lowest or one of the lowest at all stages of maturity.
16
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Table 22. Dry matter, crude protein, and crude fiber contents of the summer annual
forages fed in the animal feeding trials.

vest stage, the forages were compared for agronomic
characteristics (growth rate, plant height, DM content
and yield, and silage yield) and for nutritive value
components (crude protein, in vitro dry matter digestibility, and acid detergent fiber).
Across years and forages, the first cuttings at the
vegetative, boot, and soft dough stages were made at
37, 59, and 114 days; and 43, 71, and 104 days after
planting at Manhattan and Hutchinson, respectively.
Averaged across locations and years, the time intervals for the first cuttings at the vegetative, boot, and
soft dough stages were, therefore, 40, 65, and 109 days
after planting, respectively. These data indicate that
grazing of summer annuals should begin about 5 to
6 weeks after planting.
At the vegetative stage, the rate of regrowth
(days between successive cuttings) was similar for all
forages (27 to 29 days). However, at the boot stage,
rate of regrowth differed between the two locations,
ranging from 32 to 49 days at Manhattan, and from
51 to 59 days at Hutchinson. The slower regrowth of
forages at Hutchinson than at Manhattan may have
been due to poorer moisture distribution at Hutchinson. At both locations, hybrid forage sorghum (FS 25A)
had the slowest regrowth. FS 25A was also the most
adversely affected by frequent cutting, followed by
Millex and S. Chow.

Previous recommendations were that sudangrass
varieties and hybrid sudan, pearl millet, and sorghum
sudan hybrids could be used for pasture, greenchop,
hay, or silage while forage sorghum was best suited
for silage. However, many of these recommendations
were based solely on DM yields. Considering results
from both agronomic characteristics and nutritive
value components in these trials, sudangrass and
pearl millet appear to be best suited for pasture (grazing) or hay and sorghum sudans and forage sorghum
best for silage.
The decision to conserve summer annual forages
as hay or silage will likely be determined by weather
conditions, existing harvest equipment and storage
facilities, farmer preference, and intended purpose
(farm use or sale).

SUMMARY
Six summer annual forages, ‘Piper’ sudangrass,
‘Trudan 6’ hybrid sudangrass, ‘Sudax SX-11’ and ‘Super
Chow Maker 235’ sorghum sudan hybrids, ‘Millex 23’
hybrid pearl millet, and ‘FS 25A’ hybrid forage sorghum, were grown in 1977, 1978, and 1979, at Manhattan and Hutchinson, and harvested at the vegetative,
boot, and soft dough stages of maturity. At each har17
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Dry matter content increased with advancing forage maturity. Dry matter yield increased likewise,
even though more cuttings were made at the vegetative stage. Across years and forages, the ranges in DM
content were 20 to 25%, 23 to 28%, and 34 to 36%,
for the vegetative, boot, and soft dough stages, respectively. The corresponding ranges in DM yield
were 4.3 to 4.5, 6.0 to 6.4, and 6.6 to 8.8 tons/acre.
In contrast to DM content and yield, nutritive
value of the grasses was reduced by delayed harvesting. Across years and locations, the ranges in crude
protein (CP) contents were 13 to 18%, 10 to 13%, and
5 to 9%, for the vegetative, boot and soft dough
stages, respectively. The corresponding mean values
for in vitro dry matter digestibility (IVDMD) and acid
detergent fiber (ADF) were 66, 63, and 56%; and 32,
34, and 38%, respectively.
The significant forage × stage × location × year interactions for the agronomic and nutritive value components measured indicate that no forage was superior at both experimental sites for all characteristics. In
general, Piper and Trudan were similar in DM yield,
IVDMD, CP, and ADF contents at all stages as were S.
Chow and Sudax. The DM yields of Millex and FS 25A
were frequently lower than the other forages at the
vegetative and boot stages. The CP content of FS 25A
was either the lowest or one of the lowest at all stages.
On the contrary, the IVDMD of FS 25A was generally
higher and ADF lower at the soft dough stage than
were corresponding values for the other forages.
Considering both agronomic characteristics and
nutritive value components, the summer annual forages best suited for pasture (grazing) and for hay production are pearl millet and sudangrass, and for si-

lage production, hybrid forage sorghum and sorghum
sudans. Primarily because of lower yield, summer
annuals should not be harvested for silage or hay at
the early vegetative stage.
Several feeding recommendations can be made
from results of the three cattle trials and two lamb
trials.
1. Forage sorghum silage made in the soft dough
stage generally gave better cattle performance than
the other three summer annual silages made in the
vegetative or boot stage.
2. The overall feeding values of sudangrass, pearl
millet, and sorghum sudan forages are similar when
they are harvested in the vegetative or boot stage. However, harvesting and feeding any of these three summer annuals in the soft dough stage will likely result in
poor rates and efficiencies of gain in cattle and lambs.
3. Hays and silages made from summer annuals
harvested at the same maturity have similar overall
feeding values for cattle and lambs. Hays tend to be
consumed in greater amounts while silages tend to
support more efficient gains.
4. Early harvested summer annuals will contain
1 1/2 to 2 times more crude protein (12 to 16%) than
typical silages made from whole plant corn or sorghum (6 to 9%). Thus, considerably less supplemental
protein needs to be fed in summer annual hay or silage
rations.
5. The decision to conserve summer annual forages as hay or silage will likely be determined by
weather conditions, existing harvest equipment and
storage facilities, farmer preference, and intended
purpose (farm use or sale).
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